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ABSTRACT

In higher education, teachers are experiencing pressures to increase productivity and efficiency at their work places to meet out the expectations of general public, management as well students which creates stress among them. In the field of engineering and technology, there is a significant gap in the study apprehension of teachers and this study aims to see the teachers apprehension and the self assurance they maintain to balance the work stress. Thus, the study sets out to investigate various causes of work stress among 615 engineering female faculty members of 15 engineering from different taluks of DakshinKanada district. The objectives of the study are to find out the significant difference and association among demographic variables of engineering female faculties on causes of stress. ‘t’ test and Chi-square test were used to analyse the data. The results showed a significant association among work family conflict, gender, working condition, work demand stress, career development technological challenges and gender issue causes of stress. The purpose of the paper is to identify the determinants.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Technical Education is a skilful, artful and a constructive education. It plays a vital role in human resource development of the country by creating skilled manpower, enhancing Industrial productivity and improving the quality of life. Faculties of Technical Educational Institution play an important role in shaping the behaviour of students and to develop their intelligence and attitude to deal with the unseen complexities of life and quality education especially in the beginning year. They are considered as a core stone of successful education system.

Teaching has often been attributed to be a physically wearing and psychologically stressful occupation (Sarah Basu, 2009). In higher education, pressure is mounting from the general public, management as well as from state and central government, to increase productivity and efficiency. This pressure will likely intensify the stress experienced by faculty. Stress in the workplace is generally considered to result when condition in the work environment are difficult for individual to manage. A survey at a research university, found that most faculty descried their job at least fairly stressful due to competing demands (Olsen and Maple, 1993). A teacher who is satisfied with his job can perform his duties efficiently and effectively and has a positive attitude towards teaching, but if he is under stress then he cannot work effectively and has a negative attitude towards his job. High stress can cause teachers to leave the profession. Stress is one of the many reasons teachers leave their jobs; unfortunately, many engineering colleges cannot find sufficient replacements and currently face several teacher shortages. Stress can lead to illness and
absenteeism. When a qualified educator is absent from the classroom, student achievement is negatively affected (Woods and Montagno, 1997). Teacher stress is significantly correlated with the total number of days that teachers are away from college (Zoe and Denise, 1999). At present, the teacher is not satisfied with his job due to changing job conditions, insecurity of job, poor salary, biasness in promotions, work overload, role conflict, powerlessness, motiveless, harassment etc. (Geetha Nema et al. 2010).

1.2 Need and Significance of The Study

The study of stress management has assumed greater significance in the context of emerging trends of globalization and competitive environment. In India, both Central and State government have approved for high number of student’s enrolment in engineering institutions in recent years. There is an increase in the awareness among people for the need of higher education, rising aspirations of the youth for better job opportunities and most of the parents desire a secured future for their children through better education. The expectations of the students and their parents are quiet high in private self-financing engineering colleges and colleges having the autonomy status. This in turn results in the demand for better performance from the faculties in private colleges as well. Keeping the competition in view the management demands good results from the faculty members and also their workload is much more than the faculty members of the other government colleges. This Creates stress which leads to reduced faculty efficiency. Given the paucity of research that investigated the work stress in engineering education related to demographical variables, and confidence of faculties to deal with various type of stress related to work family conflict, work condition, work demand, work relation, career development, technological challenges and gender issue. The findings of the study may be immensely useful for faculties, students Community and the public in general. It may hold benefit for institutions and faculties of engineering college. Stress is one of the many reasons faculties are leaving their jobs; unfortunately, many engineering colleges cannot find sufficient replacements and currently face several faculties’ shortages. Although studies related to stress has been done with reference to faculties working in primary school, higher secondary school and arts colleges, self-sided colleges and deemed universities whereas only very few studies have been conducted in the areas of stress among female faculties of engineering colleges. Furthermore, the negative consequences of job stress on the work of college teachers induce further research on the stress among female engineering teachers in order to focus on, how to stem the tide of increasing stress among the faculties of higher educational institutions.

The present study has been carried out to identify the further reasons that are initially hidden to the previous researchers. In order to understand the consequences of stress and to be able to cope effectively, some of the major causes of stress should be identified.

1. How far demographical variable of engineering faculties differ significantly and associated with causes of stress?
2. How far demographical factor is significantly associated with the confidence in managing stress

Since faculties are one of the most important units in the educational system, it becomes essential to study the various aspects that influence them. or to reduce their intensity so as to increase the holding power of the profession. In the field of engineering and technology, there is a significant gap in the study of stress among the female teachers and this study aims to fill the gaps by examining the sources of work stress and the confidence to deal with the same. The study will identify the main stressors and the confidence to face the same. The study was limited to teaching female fraternity of engineering colleges only and the parameters for measuring the effects of stress were subjective rather than objective.

Thus, the study sets out to investigate various causes of work stress related to demographical variable and the confidence to deal with the same, among female faculty of 15 engineering colleges coming under VTU affiliation in DakshinaKannada district and various coping strategies adopted by them to manage stress

1.3 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The study covers all factors that influence the Stress Management. Hence the present study is conceived under the title. “Technical Teachers Apprehensions and self-assurance with specific reference to Dakshin Kannada district”

1.4 Implications of the Study

The current study has provided an insight into the challenges faced by female faculty in engineering
colleges in Dakshina Kannada district. Using this study, several other interesting factors that influence the self-assurance female faculty in engineering colleges can be identified. For instance, the impact of low job satisfaction and high stress levels on the job performance of faculties in engineering colleges in technical educational institution can be studied. Studies conducted on female faculties in engineering faculty in India are limited. Therefore, similar studies can be conducted using a larger sample size. Conducting a study using a larger sample size would enhance the reliability of the data, which can further be used by the All India Council of Technical Education to enhance the quality of engineering education in India. If sample size is large, the results can also be generalized.

The current study is an attempt to understand technical teacher’s apprehension and self-assurance and its impact on job performance. The data obtained from the study can be used to develop training, counselling and coaching model for faculty working in engineering colleges. Training the faculty to develop appropriate strategies to deal with stress and job dissatisfaction would help enhance the quality of teaching. Results provided in the current study can be used to conduct a comparative study with faculty belonging to other disciplines. This would help understand the challenges exclusively faced by engineering faculty. A comparative study will also help to know whether the factors effecting coping strategies employed by faculty vary with regard to the discipline they teach.

2. Objectives

A systematic study of stress among women faculties in engineering colleges in Dakshina Kannada district is very much needed the present study is conducted with the following objectives:
1. To identify the stress level based on various demographical variables
2. To ascertain the significant association between the stress level and the confidence in dealing with stress among female engineering teachers with demographic variables.

Hypotheses

H1: There is a significant relationship between Demographic factor and deal with different stress level
H2: There is a significant relationship between demographic factor and self efficacy in dealing stress

3. Research Methodology

3.1 Data

The data required for the study is primary in nature. The primary data are collected through making questionnaire. Pilot study was conducted with 50 faculty members who belong to engineering discipline. Based on the feedbacks and discussions with the academic experts, the questionnaire has been restructured.

3.1.2 Period and area

The study was conducted during the academic year 2016-17. Dakshin Kannada district was chosen for the study because large number of engineering colleges are functioning in the district.

3.1.3 Sample and tools employed

Female faculties working in 15 engineering colleges who had experience of more than three years were selected for the study. Totally 716 questionnaires were distributed among the selected population using convenient sampling method. Only 615 questionnaires have been returned by the respondents. The collected data were analysed using ‘s’ test, and Chi-square test

3.4 Limitations

Data being primary in nature, all sorts of limitations applicable to primary data is applicable to the present study also. This study is confined to Coimbatore district so utmost care should be taken while generalizing the result.
4. Analysis and Interpretation

### Table No.4.1: Descriptive Statistic for Stress Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressors</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Mean Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual Stressor /Work family conflict stress</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>20.57</td>
<td>7.313</td>
<td>45.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Condition stress</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18.25</td>
<td>6.081</td>
<td>52.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work demand Stress</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>24.45</td>
<td>8.368</td>
<td>48.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work relation Stress</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17.20</td>
<td>6.646</td>
<td>49.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career development</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12.81</td>
<td>4.862</td>
<td>51.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological changes</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11.99</td>
<td>5.553</td>
<td>47.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Issues</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>2.411</td>
<td>46.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: primary data

Table 4.1 shows the descriptive statistics for the stress level of the female faculties in Individual stressor and organization level stress. Individual stressor /work family conflict consist of 9 components each having a maximum score of 5, giving total maximum score of 45, in which the mean is 20.57 with a standard deviation of 7.313 and mean percentage is 45.71. On average, the respondents experienced moderate level of stress due to work/family conflict. Organizational level stress consists work condition stress, work demand stress, work relation stress, stress on career development, technological changes and gender issue. Work condition stress consist of 7 components each having a maximum score of 5, giving total maximum score 35, in which the mean is 18.25 with a standard deviation of 6.081, the mean percentage is 52.14. Thus, the respondents experienced moderate level of stress due to work condition stress. Work demand stress consist of 10 components each having a maximum score of 5, giving total maximum score 50, in which the mean is 24.45 with a standard deviation of 8.368, the mean percentage is 48.90. Based on average work demand lead to a moderate level of stress in the respondents. Work relation Stress consist of 7 components each having a maximum score of 5, giving total maximum score 35, in which the mean is 17.20 with a standard deviation of 6.646, the mean percentage is 49.14. On average, the respondents experienced moderate level of stress due to work relation. Career development stress consists of 5 components each having a maximum score of 5, giving total score 25, in which the mean is 12.81 with a standard deviation of 4.862, the mean percentage 51.24. The respondents experienced moderate level of stress due to Career development. Technology challenges Stress consist of 5 components each having a maximum score of 5, giving total maximum score 25, in which the mean is 11.19 with a standard deviation of 5.553, the mean percentage is 47.96. The mean stress due to Technology challenges is moderate. Gender Issue related Stress consist of 2 components each having a maximum score of 5, giving total maximum score 10, in which the mean is 4.67 with a standard deviation of 2.411, the mean percentage 46.70. On average, the respondents experienced moderate level of stress due to Gender issue.

### Table No.4.2 Descriptive Statistic for Confidence Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels of Confidence</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Mean Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In balancing Work - family roles</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>31.24</td>
<td>8.227</td>
<td>69.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In facing Work Condition stress</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>26.15</td>
<td>5.753</td>
<td>74.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In meeting Work- demand</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>37.74</td>
<td>9.049</td>
<td>75.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In sustaining Work- relation</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>26.30</td>
<td>6.628</td>
<td>75.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In assuring Career development</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17.58</td>
<td>4.951</td>
<td>70.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In responding to Technological changes</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18.90</td>
<td>5.561</td>
<td>75.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In tackling Gender Issues</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>2.604</td>
<td>73.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Source: primary data

Table 4.2 shows the descriptive statistics for the confidence level of the female faculties in dealing with Individual stressor and organization level stress. Individual stressor/work family conflict consist of 9 components each having a maximum score of 5, giving total maximum score of 45, in which the mean is 31.24 with a standard deviation of 8.227 and mean percentage is 69.42. On average, the respondents experience moderate level of confidence in managing stress due to work/family conflict. Confidence in dealing with Organizational stress consists confidence level in work condition, work demand, work relation, career development, technological changes and gender issue. In Work condition confidence consist of 7 components each having a maximum score of 5, giving total maximum score of 35, in which the mean is 26.15 with a standard deviation of 5.753, the mean percentage is 74.71. On average, the respondents experience high level of confidence in managing stress due to work condition.

Work demand confidence consist of 10 components each having a maximum score of 5, giving total maximum score 50, in which the mean is 37.74 with a standard deviation of 9.049, the mean percentage 75.48. On average, the respondents experience moderate level of confidence in managing stress due to work demand. Work relation confidence consist of 7 components each having a maximum score of 5, giving total maximum score 35, in which the mean is 26.30 with a standard deviation of 6.628, the mean percentage 75.14. On average, the respondents experience high level of confidence in managing stress due to work relation. Career development confidence consists of 5 components each having a maximum score of 5, giving total score 25, in which the mean is 17.58 with a standard deviation of 4.951, the mean percentage 70.32. On average, the respondents experience high level of confidence in managing stress due to Career development. Technology changes confidence consist of 5 components each having a maximum score of 5, giving total maximum score 25, in which the mean is 18.90 with a standard deviation of 5.561, the mean percentage 75.60. On average, the respondents experience high level of confidence in managing stress due to Technology changes. Gender Issue related Stress consist of 2 components each having a maximum score of 5, giving total maximum score 10, in which the mean is 7.31 with a standard deviation of 2.604, the mean percentage 73.10. On average, the respondents experience high level of confidence in managing stress due to Gender Issue.

Table 4.3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Various stressors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work family roles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Group</td>
<td>7.699*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital Status</td>
<td>22.330**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Type</td>
<td>7.494**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Moderately Significant  **Highly Significant

Stress experienced due to Work family conflict varied significantly higher at the level of (p=0.00) in the variables Marital status (χ² =22.330) and family type (χ² =7.494). And moderately significant in age group(χ² =7.699), stress experienced due to Work demand varied significantly with family type (χ² =3.948,) Stress experienced due to career development varied significantly higher at the level of (p=0.00) in the variable Spouse employment(χ² =14.576) technological challenges stress level is
associated with various demographical variables. Stress experienced due to technological challenges was significantly related with Age group ($\chi^2 =10.634$, $p=0.014$) and Marital status ($\chi^2 =5.835$, $p=0.016$). The above table shows how gender issue challenges stress level is associated with various demographical variables. Stress experienced due to gender issue challenges varied significantly at the level of $(p=0.044)$ in the variables Age group ($\chi^2 =8.110$),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Work family roles</th>
<th>Work condition</th>
<th>Work demand</th>
<th>Working relation</th>
<th>Career development</th>
<th>Technological Challenges</th>
<th>Gender Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age Group</td>
<td>12.627**</td>
<td>16.148*</td>
<td>3.024*</td>
<td>5.132</td>
<td>21.033**</td>
<td>17.863**</td>
<td>7.479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital Status</td>
<td>44.796**</td>
<td>.671</td>
<td>.765</td>
<td>8.777**</td>
<td>5.983*</td>
<td>4.830*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Type</td>
<td>.691</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.756</td>
<td>.655</td>
<td>.437</td>
<td>2.798</td>
<td>1.197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Moderately Significant **Highly Significant

Table No 4.3: Chi-square test results of association between Demographic factors and Confidence

In Table No:4.3 Confidence in dealing with work family conflict varied significantly higher at the level of $(p=0.00)$ in the variables Age group ($\chi^2 =12.627$) Marital status ($\chi^2 =44.796$). Confidence in dealing with work condition stress varied significantly higher at the level of $(p=0.00)$ in the variables Age group ($\chi^2 =16.148$). Confidence in dealing with career development stress varied significantly higher at the level of $(p=0.00)$ in the variables Age group ($\chi^2 =21.003$) Marital status ($\chi^2 =8.777$). Confidence in dealing with technological challenges varied significantly higher at the level of $(p=0.00)$ in the variables Age group ($\chi^2 =17.863$) and was moderate in Marital status ($\chi^2 =5.983$). Confidence in dealing with gender issue stress varied significantly higher at the level of $(p=0.00)$ in the variables marital status ($\chi^2 =4.830$)

Findings

In descriptive statistics for stress score, on an average respondents experience moderate level of stress due to work family conflict, work condition stress, work relation stress, career development stress, technological challenges and gender issue. Confidence in dealing with work family conflict stress, work condition stress, career development stress, technological challenges and gender issue were as confidence was high in managing work condition stress, work relation stress, career development stress, technological challenges and gender issue. When it comes to test results of association between Demographic factors and various indicators of confidence in handling stress.

Married faculties are experiencing high work family conflict stress. Faculties staying in joint family are facing high work family conflict stress (N=209). Confidence in dealing with work family conflict varied significantly higher at the level of $(p=0.00)$ in the variables Age group ($\chi^2 =12.627$) Marital status ($\chi^2 =44.796$). Confidence in dealing with work condition stress varied significantly higher at the level of $(p=0.00)$ in the variables Age group ($\chi^2 =16.148$). Stress experienced due to career development stress varied significantly higher at the level of $(p=0.00)$ in the variables Age group ($\chi^2 =21.003$) Marital status ($\chi^2 =8.777$). Stress experienced due to technological challenges varied significantly higher at the level of $(p=0.00)$ in the variables Age group ($\chi^2 =17.863$) and was moderate in Marital status ($\chi^2 =5.983$). Stress experienced due to gender issue stress varied significantly higher at the level of $(p=0.00)$ in the variables Spouse employment. Confidence in dealing with career development stress varied significantly higher at the level of $(p=0.00)$ in the variables Age group ($\chi^2 =12.627$) Marital status ($\chi^2 =44.796$). Confidence in dealing with work condition stress varied significantly higher at the level of $(p=0.00)$ in the variables Age group ($\chi^2 =16.148$). Stress experienced due to technological challenges varied significantly higher at the level of $(p=0.00)$ in the variables Spouse employment and family type. Confidence in dealing with technological challenges varied significantly higher at the level of $(p=0.00)$ in the variables Spouse employment.
Age group ($\chi^2 = 17.863$). The above table shows how gender issue challenges stress level is associated with various demographical variables. Stress experienced due to gender issue challenges varied significantly at the level of ($p = 0.044$) in the variables Age group ($\chi^2 = 8.110$).

5. Conclusion

The study identifies that the female faculties working in technical educational institution have high stress. The variable such as work family conflict, working condition, work demand, work relation, career development, technological challenges and gender issue had high level of significance associated with the stress level and the confidence in managing the stress. Further, the result reveals that demographical factor plays a significant role in balancing the stress level and managing it in a confident manner and improving the job performance by adopting coping strategies to manage stress.
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